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ABSTRACT: This p pe .. is a cont'nuation of the report MURA 58. 
This paper gIves a procedure f r obtaining the linear equa lOns for 
the osc ..llation of the particle about the equilibrium orbit an 
accelerator havmg an arbitrary magnetic field, and for s ving 
these linear equations for the tune and motion of the parti Ie. Results 
of the procedure are gl en for the general radial sector (Mark I) and 
the general splral se .tor (Mark V machmes. The reS-l s of the 
theory are compa ed with numerically computed results 
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This paper is a continuation of the report MURA-258, hereafter referred to 
as report 1. In the previous report we treated the problem of finding the equilib­
rium orbit of a particle moving in an accelerator having an arbitrary magnetic 
field. The problem we will treat in this paper is that of obtaining the linear equa­
tions for the oscillation of the particle about the equilibrium orbit, and of solving 
these linear equations for the motion and tune of the particle. 
The linear motion problem has been treated previously by T. Ohkawa for a 
Mark I machine and by F. T. Cole! for a Mark V machine having a small flutter. 
The more general machine is being treated at present by F. T. Cole. Our pro­
cedure and results differ from theirs in that we will attempt to obtain an approxi­
mate solution which has an accuracy of 10 to 200/0. This will allow us to make 
approximations which will simplify the equations and will give us a simple general 
solution. 
II. Summary of Results 
In this section we will simply list the results for the linear equations and 
tune for the general spiral sector accelerator (Mark V). The results for the 
general radial sector machine (Mark I) can be obtained from these by puttmg 
l/w = O. We will give the derivations in Section III and IV. In some cases, for 
the sake of simplicity, the results listed are not quite as general as those found 
in Sections III and IV. 
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The median plane field for the general spiral sector machine is defined by 
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The r-tune is given by 
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The above tune results are obtained by using the smooth approximation. 
The linear equation of the r-motion is given by 
= 0 I (2. 6a) 
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where hn - hn ex f' [. '" (h /;W-" ) h (R/ rt ')1 " -
h~ - h.,that - when l/w =o. 
The linear equation for the L -motion is given by 
Note 
+ ( Fo I - +(&it') Ad' I (2. 7a) 
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The r-motion is given by a linear combination of the solutions ))JI and
M: of Eq. (3.6) and ).AjI is given by 
.My {&} ei )J'9 [I L ~h ---L- ei W_9] 
. 
(2.8)~~ IT~ .h*a ,., 
w'" 
Similarly, the floquet solutions of Eq. (3.7) are given by 
.
(2.9) 
The floquet solutions given are believed to be good to 10 or 20% for 
('YIN)~ · '-I 
III. Derivation of the Linear Equations 
For the sake of simpliCity, we will carry through the derivation for the
 
general radial sector machine (Mark .I). It will be clear that any other magnetic
 
field can be treated in the same way, without much change in the procedure.
 
First, let us consider the radial oscillation. The equation of motion in
 












We wish to expand these equations about the equilibrium orbit. Let 
represent the equilibrium orbit. has been found in 




w",f?hrlr -- b L- W" e (3. Z) h~o 11 
Now let us introduce the variable f which will give the displacement of 
the particle relative to the equilibrium orbit. f is defined by 
(3.3) 
.We wish to expand both sides of Sq. (3. ,la) in powers of t> and in this 
paper we are interested only in terms linear in f .. 
The expansion of F,. in powers of f up to linear terms in' f is given 
by. 
where the coefficients Y H]- and ( ).J.i- + ~ HzJ r ) are evaluatedon the 
orbit where H'l, ;- means 
(See Appendix A for the derivation of the expansion of Fr ) 








I .Let us expand L in powers of f and f . The expansIon of L up to 
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I (3. 8c) 
O/tJ -- IL .. (3.8d) 
The coefficients are all to be evaluated on the orbit 
which means we put The 
linear terms have been dropped in Eq. (3.7) for L as they do not contribute to 
the equation for r . 




a3 f I J + a3 I f I +(a~ - a I ) f = ~ CH~ + yo H~, y ) f . (3.9)re:. 
Eq. (3.9) is the linear equation for the radial motion and is true for any 
magnetic field. We will now specialize to the radial sector field, 
H=-H(Y/r; )K .f ht, eXf (i W., &) in the median plane.2 
For the radial sector field, we find that 
J.I ~ + r Hh = -- It (..!t )K .z. (I + x) J< (I( oj. J) h~ e i W", '€I 
'rj h 
(3.10) 
In Eq. (3. 10) we have used the condition assumed in I,. that j( ;(<<: J • 
The terms in the left side of Eq. (3.9) involving f and t' , turn out to be 
small. .(See Appendix B). The coefficient a~ may be written as 
tt 1/.,. '::1 I/R by using Eq~ (3. Bc) and remembering that ~ 1<,<. J and ;A«< J.3 ~
 
Thus Eq. (3.9) becomes
 
-
,/A" + - OJ (3. lOa) 
(3. lOb) 
We can also write Eqs.(3. 10) as 
_.







The dl'\ are the coefficients in the expariaion~ls).:: f d" exp (itA)11 s). 
Eqs. (3.11) are the equations giving the linear radialmotien. They can be .. 
solved to give the r-tune and the r-motion. The second term ln Eq. (3. Hc) ,for 
canusuaHy be neglected. 
. . 
We can find the linear equation for the "2' ~motion in the 'same way. The 
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where 
eFi- - - (3. lZb) 
We wish to expand Eq. (3. 12) in powers of 2. The expansion of F~ in 
powers of ~ up to linear terms is given by (see Appendix A) 






where the coefficient of ? is to be evaluated on the orbit where r:: 1'$ (~) and 
2-::0, 
, 







and'use the expansion Eq. (3.7) for L. Thus we get for the linear equation of the 
?- -motion 
(3.15) 
Eq. (3.15) will hold for any magnetic field .. For the radial sector field we 
find that 
-
r'H ~ (; - 'r H.,'r,'."" r- . ). 
h
-t H(.;. t 1. I< (I +?t') k hhE' W (; 
h 
The term on the left side of Eq. (.135) which is linear in c' may be 
neglected (see Appendix B). The coefficient tl" '::: I/r '::! ) / fo{ • 
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Some of the terms in E1>' and f 11 are usually negligible. We can 
I 
usually drop the third term in f 0 and all but the third term of f"., . 
If we drop these t~s we oan write, 
-
E'co - b'" :2 \h~ 17- (3.l9a)- N ....N2 h1*D
 
hht> K b"l.. L Ih~ I~ 1< 2­





Eqs. (3.11) au (.1.18) are 1i1. linear e~tioRS for tlae r-motion and the 
2 -motion iR a radial ..ctor acc.elera~. We will new use these equations to 
find the tune aad the n..et ~_GlS. 
First, let us finGi the tune <'1f the rattial motion, Y?( , which is determined 
by Eq. (3.11). The r-t\me. )I>, • depends on Ea ana d'" according to 
2the relat ion
Eo ~~ l:l- I+ ~ (3.20)0( (tf=: ~ ­(\Ii n;l­/V '4. ..,? I J 
where 
.. ~ - ) - ?f 2 ~'1 13. -L (3. 21) 
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If we put 0( -:: I in Eq. (3. iO). then this is just the smooth approximation. 
The coefficient 0< gives about 10" correction to the smooth approximation. Eq. 
(3. 2) should be valid for ).iIN ~ - '-f 
If we substitute the values of E" and dl'1 given by Eqs. (3.11) , we 
find for the r-twle 
_/ (\i)?. bI· + 4 b~ ~ (k+ J ) (k+i)Uti (3. 22a)V\ ~N)f = no "N·... L 
- nz., N ~ J 
.)::'<0<+1
-_
~ X -=1 - ?f b~ L I\J'I ... (3. 22b)
nZI 
In the marne way we can find the r- -tune. The e- -tune is given by 
(3. 23a) 





The r=motion is given by a linear combination of the solutions .LA)I and 
. . b 2of Eq. (3.11) , and 18 glven yMt AA v 
Mv -- ei. )/9 [1- .2 ..J 1:::/ hi, 19} .~V) L (3.24) W~ 1+ ?.. 'V/W.,11*" l'l 
The r=m..tioR is given by the solutions of Eq. (3.18) and~V .; 1; 
the are given by~~ 
+~. ..J- e i fA)Vl t; (3. 25) 
- e'1I9 {I - L111 W"''';.. 1·~V/tv'11 • hTt) ~ 
IV 0 The Spiral Sector Accelerator 
So far we have treated only the radial sector field (Mark 1). The deri­
vation given could Be applied, without very much change, tQ any other magnetic 
field. We would like to indicate, in this section, the derivation of the linear 
equation results for the spiral sector field (Mark V) whose median plane mag= 
netic field is given by 
~i ~ H(ft.f t e i J - (4.la) 
(4.lb) 
= 14 = 
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It turns out, that most of the results for the spiral sector field can be 
obtained from the results for the radial sector field by making a simple sub~ 
stitutuion in the radial sector results. This substitution is given by 
(4. Za) 
where 
- (4. Zb)hn -= 
and S is any' integer 0, I, a ... 
To see how the sub~titutien appears. let us rewrit'e the spiral sector- field 
as 
'In Sq. (4. 3) .. haft put \"". = t< ( /+?C) .. 
If we .co.mpare this field with the radial sector field given by 
fi:r "'" - H {~ y< 2 (I +Y ) J( e; w.., & (4.4) 
1-"1 
we see that the latter can be obtained from the former by letting k-=; k - h IA-.rl 
in the coefficient of exp ( i W/f'I ~ ). If one looks 




stitution rule Eq. (4.2) will hold; though not in all cases. 
Using the substitution Eq. (4. Z). we can now find the linear equation for the 
spiral sector field. 




(K -+/ ) - i nIMr 
(4.5c)N~ 
In Eq. (4.5c) we dropped the second term from Eq. (3.11c)
 
From Eqs. (S.18) and (3.19) we find the y=motion equation.
 





- ~L Ih~J~ - hhoL
- (4.6b)N2... N'4. ., ":' I N"1.. 
k '1. _ YJ7./U 7­ J hh J 4-~~2 
~ 'Fe N" h"1.. I 
f~ 
- b hH J< - i hlAAr
-
-
. N"'" ~4. 6e)AI 2­
Now we apply Eq. <30'3(1) to the abeve linear equations to f:incil the tune.
 
The r=tu~ is thus fcmnd te be
 
o{ 
'X V) LJ • (4. 7b) 
Note that the ·substitution rule Eq. (4.2) should not be used to find the tune. 




1< 2. +h),/Av- '" 
(4.8b)IV" 
The fioquet solutions are given by Eqs. (3.24) and (3. 25) except that the 
J~ and.fn are now given by Eqs. (4. 5c) and (4.6c). 
v. Comparison with Numerical Results 
In this section we would like to indicate the accuracy that can be expected 
with our linear equation results. In repot,'t I, we found the equilibrium orbit to 
an accuracy of 16) to 29%. Since this result for the equilibrium orbit was used 
in this paper, we may expect the same sort of accuracy in the linear equations. 
To compare the theoretioal results with the numerical results, we will
 
calculate the tune ef tW0 radial sector machines.
 
Machine I is defined by N = I ~ 
I 
/(= ~ ) 
I =i = 3. I Q.,~ . I/~ =- 0 ·n. IL, 
Machine n is defined IJy IV="4) /(:: I S- "I) h. =I:) 
1,,=,,"' ..,= I/~. Q~d I/,Av-='O. 
Comparison of theory and numerical results i8 given in Table I. 




Machine Theory Nt4 merical Resul s 
.306 .357V?t/N 
I ! 




VrlN .985 .1715 
Eqso (3.22) and (3023) wer use. in calculating the tune. The 1>(" and 
~ i factors in this equat1c!m giv a c@rrection of about 5% to the smC!>eth 
appr 'ximation results. 





In this appendix we will deve.:-op the expansions of the force terms J}. and 
F~ in the equations of motion. Let us consider FLo" first. F". depends on the 
magnetic fleld accQrding to 
,(A~ 1) 
Thus to obtain the expansion for F... , we need the expansion for H~ 
and Hr; in powers of r and ~ . 
The expansion of the magnetic field aroUnc;l the median plane, in powers of 
r , has beeD given by AkeIey3. The expansion of H~ in pewers of ? is 
given by 
II (""\I' ~ ~) = C + C I 2 + C, 2-:L. + C., '2 J + ' , I~i ~. iJ~ D - ~ I (A. Z) 
where 
CD - Hr 
I (A.3a) 
-::.. 
C, \{. Ht (A.3b) 
C -::: ~ -l. ~~ '1 N2 
(A.3c) 
(A. 3d) 
. - 2.f> ­
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In Eqs. (A. 3). the coefficients C 11 are all evaluated at ~ = 0 and the 
~ 
CI1 depend on X and .-)) or on rand 8' . lit is the component of 
the magnetic field perpendicular to the median plane. the . 2 - 0 plane, 
~ ~ 
is the operator .. ·'1 .1. /;). 'J( + 1 l / J. G- ~ Since fft. :::: .) 
for ~::: 0 in our case. then 
--lIo. 
The expaJ'lsion of H (¥, 'J I :z.). in powers of ~ is given byt 
(A. 4) 
In Eqs. (A. 5). the coefficients 4n are to be evaluated in the median plane 
~ ._..~ 
~t ~ '::: () . Since for ...... ~ = () J a (j = C~ " ~::-. O. 
flY' and caobe found from Ht by taking the radial and azimuthal 
components of . Hrand H& are given by. 
- 21 -
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""':l/1.,;,= aI 9 z; + 
where 
air - H~ 
J ) tf,s-- r-
_ ..1-C{3y -- .(0 -l ~r 
{(,n;) 17 
":23 
L.. +," J 
(A. 6) 
(A. 7) 
- (1/ lr ) H
- 2} 9 
(\42. H~ ") J 
) (A. 8) 
(A. 9) 
(A. 10) 
So far we have expanded the magnetic field in powers of i' . We must also 
expand around the equilibrium orbit r -:: y; (t9). We get then for H~ 
J 




where the coefficients in the power series are to be evaluated on the orbit where 
r ~ YJ I @) ) i: O. 
Similar11 we find for Hr 6 
Hr -:: (Q Ir + (.(1 ~ ~ f ) ~ + I (A.IZ)I 
J 
~ + I I4 
-
+ Hi ~Y' f Z I 
We find for H& 6 
H. ~ (a r, + Cl, fJ; r f) ? +- I (A. 13) 
- t H:r , ~ + ~ (f. H~ 17 jf ~ +, •I l 
- t 1Ii-,t ~ + (~ H~J$lY"~ ~:L.Hi'i p) f ~ +, . 
We can now find the expansion for' F.. up to quadratic terms 6 by putting6 
the expansions for Hi H.,... H9 inta Eq. (A. 1). Thus we find for ~ • 
I I 
f;. ': ~ f(r+ r) ( H~ + Hi!J r r+ i Hi!, r yo f''' - ~ V~ lit t- ": ) 
- Xl [1:- H~,e r -+ N.. Hi,s r -¢:.. H,1:,9) f? J i-" j 
(A. 14) 
~ -, e ~ -- fr Hi! + (Hi + Hi) r ) f" r <. 
t' ( ~ fti , Yr + H~, ~) plo _ 
- I H -:l ,~I 
I I I,'ro,' Zj~ ,~ + ~•. 
- Z3 -
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In the same way we can find ~::: ~ IY'~) (r- Hs - r Hr ) 
I 
F~ =Fr('(,+,-1) [t #V ~ + (~. Hi,." -7'- H~.9) n] 
- (~ + ,.) C/-Ii; r r -r !+i; Y if" f i) .j.. ,. J (A. 15) 
~ :~ 1(f: U.,. - r Hi! l r ) i<-
t [ .t; (Hi) 9 r -t. H-i,9 ) - r H.; rr - H:t.rl f~ 
I 1:1+ .7..
. "')' 
One should keep in mind that the coefficients in the above expansions for 
in f and~ should be evaluated on the equilibrium orbit. 
The above expans·ions are correct up to quadratic terms and will be used in 




In this section we will discuss the neglect of the linear terms in f '/ f and 
~ I in linear Eqs. (S.9) and (3.15) which arise from the expanding 
Lo": [r1.+ r ''l.. +r /"\..1 t . 
Let us consider the· r-equation first. If we keep the f and f' I terms in 




- R I 
c.. '\ (-a.) { h \~ .J.-(Ir I +. '3 r:' r: ")d' 'T J . R rS· .$ S • (B. 3) 
~ iJl/~) and &(1.) i {)) have the fourier coefficients 
(B. 4)'~~)IN' ) 
0, 





It may be shown that all the results we found in the report for the solutions 
and tune of the linear r-equation will now held if we makethe substitution 
'\ q") . (B. 6)if'" + dh -t- 1 ~ 
This can be seen by repeating the derivation given in report MURA-200. 
including the new terms. 
For small enough K or N • the above substitution may make a 
considerable difference in the results. but usually these terms contribute about 
10% at most. 
,
Similarly. if we kee.p the r term in the"i! -equation Eq. (3.15). the 
2 -equation becomes 
() (B. 7) 
I 
where 
f {I)/ r. ) .J.. (\i- I + Y;' r: II·):7 = f? J$ .s S (B. 8)• 
r (117 t(;) has the fourier coefficients 
(B. 9)I 
,,-. . 
-~l- bh~ t1 
- Z6 -
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Again all our previous results for the solutions, and tune of the t -equation 
hoH if we make the substitution. 
\J (1I) (B.lO)f + i Pi- Tn . 
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